
Picking and Decoding the FO38 Lock Using 
the Lishi Twin Lifter Standard 2 in 1 Tool 

(Then Progressing the Ignition Cuts 
Using Instacode)

FO38



The FO38 lock is widely used across the ford USA 
range. The tool is designed to quickly pick and de-
code the door lock (the lock is widely known across 
the USA as the ford 8 cut.)

The lock has 8 wafer positions
The door lock houses 6 of the wafers 
The ignition lock houses 7 of the wafers

There exists 3 generations of the door lock and each 
uses different positions for the 8 cuts. One version 
uses spaces 1 to 6, another uses spaces 2 through 
7 and another uses positions 3 through 8.

The ignition uses 2 versions - 1 version uses positions 
1345678 the other uses 2345678.

The tool has been designed to pick and decode all 3 
versions of the door lock as it houses all 8 positions, 
so no matter what the version the tool will make 
quick work of picking and decoding the lock.
Once the lock is picked and decoded, we enter the 

Position 1 is first to bind and pick                                             Position 5 is next to bind and pick

General Information

known biting into code software like Instacode and 
find the missing cuts as well as the manufacturers 
key code.

Picking and Decoding 
the FO38 Lock 

We first center the lifters to prevent snagging when 
inserted. We then fully insert the tool into the lock. 
Once fully inserted, we tickle each position to find 
the binding wafer. Each time we find a binding 
wafer we pick it Ð if it moves then we leave it 
well alone.

Although the lock doesn’t always follow exact 
sequences, it has shown a preference to picking 
the odd positions first then the even positions.

So with the lock for this guide the door lock has 
wafers in positions 1 through 6, so we begin buy 
tickling positions 1 , 3 and 5 to find the binding 
solid wafer and then pick it:



Position 1 reads as a No 3 cut                                       Position 2 reads as a No 5 cut

Once position 5 picks the plug is felt to rotate a fraction, this confirms that positions 1, 3 and 5 are all set. 
This is confirmed by checking each position in turn to confirm each position was slapping tightly.

As we didn’t have to pick position 3 this confirms to us that this is a key cut 5.
Now we have set positions 1, 3, 5 and 7, we concentrate on positions 2, 4 and 6:

Position 6 is the next to bind and pick                          Position 4 is next to pick & lock opens

As position 2 was not picked, this confirms to us that this position is a number 5 key cut.

We hold the lock in the open position via the tension arm, and decode the lock in the same direction 
that we picked:



Position 3 reads as a No 5 cut                                               Position 4 reads as a No 3 cut

Position 5 reads as a No 2 cut                                               Position 6 reads as a No 4 cut

So we have a key from bow to tip positions 1 through 6 of 355324.
We enter this information into Instacode as in the below diagram:



We click next to find the possible missing cuts:

This gives us 3 possible keys/key codes:
0354X ’ 35532432
0754X ’ 35532423
1490X ’ 35532454



So we click show cutting tree:

We see from the cutting tree that worst possible scenario, we would need to cut 2 key blades to find 
the correct key.

We can use the above information and use impressioning to only use 1 key blade. If we cut our first key as: 
35532422, we then insert this into the ignition and turn and jiggle. Repeat this a few times and remove the 
key from the ignition - look at positions 7 and 8 only:

If position 7 only has marked then it is code 0354X and position 7 needs cutting down to a 3 cut.
If position 8 only has marked then it is code 0754X and position 8 needs cutting down to a 3 cut
If positions 7 and 8 have both marked, then it is code 1490X and position 7 needs cutting down to a 5 cut 
and position 8 needs cutting down to a F cut.

By using this simple impressioning method, you can narrow down to correct key without wasting key blades.
Whichever method you use, this is a very quick and very accurate tool to decode the lock fully when all keys 
are lost!


